
affinity noun

[S] a liking or sympathy for someone or something, especially because of shared 
characteristics

•She seems to have a natural affinity for/with water.

[C or U] a close similarity between two things

•There are several close affinities between the two paintings.

assumption noun

[C] something that you accept as true without question or proof

•People tend to make assumptions about you when you have a disability.
•These calculations are based on the assumption that prices will continue to rise.

circumvent verb

[T] formal

to avoid something, especially cleverly or illegally

•Ships were registered abroad to circumvent employment and safety regulations.

noun[U]: circumvention

contend verb 

[T + (that)] formal

to state that something is true or is a fact 

•The lawyer contended (that) her client had never been near the scene of the crime.

corroborate verb

[T] formal

to add proof to an account, statement, idea, etc. with new information

•Recent research seems to corroborate his theory.

adjective: Corroborating (corroborative) 
corroborating evidence/reports

noun [U]: corroboration
Without corroboration from forensic tests, it will be difficult to prove that the suspect is guilty.
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counterpart noun

[C] a person or thing which has the same purpose as another one in a different place 
or organization

•The Prime Minister is to meet his European counterparts to discuss the war against drugs.

embellish verb

[T] to make something more beautiful or interesting by adding something to it

•The ceiling was embellished with flowers and leaves.
•He couldn't resist embellishing the story of his accident a little.

noun [C or U]: embellishment

enamored (UK enamoured) adjective

[after verb] formal

liking a lot

• I have to say I'm not exactly enamored with/of this part of the country.

exploit verb

[T] to use someone or something unfairly for your own advantage

•Laws exist to stop companies exploiting their employees.

gambol verb

[I] literary

to run and jump in a happy and playful way

•Lambs were gamboling (about/around) in the spring sunshine.
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prerequisite noun

[C] formal

something which must exist or happen before something else can exist or happen

•Passing a written exam is a prerequisite for taking the advanced course.
•Public support is a prerequisite for/to the success of this project.
•They had to agree to certain conditions as a prerequisite of being lent the money.

pressing adjective

urgent or needing to be dealt with immediately

•a pressing need for housing
•a pressing issue
•The most pressing question is what do we do next?

nomad noun

[C] a member of a group of people who move from one place to another rather than 
living in one place all of the time

•a tribe of Somalian desert nomads

adjective: nomadic
nomadic people/herdsmen
a nomadic life/existence

oblige (mainly US or formal obligate) verb 

[T + object + to infinitive]

to force someone to do something, or to make it necessary for someone to do 
something

•The law obliges companies to pay decent wages to their employees.
•Sellers are not legally obliged to accept the highest offer.

tractable adjective

formal

easily dealt with, controlled or persuaded

•The problem turned out to be rather less tractable than I had expected.

Noun: tractability
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withstand (withstood, withstood) verb

[T] to bear or not be changed by something, or to oppose a person or thing 
successfully

•a bridge designed to withstand earthquakes.
•Our toys are designed to withstand the rough treatment of the average five-year-old.
•The aircraft base is protected with specially designed shelters which are built to withstand 
ground and air attacks.
•She is an artist whose work will undoubtedly withstand the test of time (= it will still be popular 
in the future).

malcontent noun

[C] literary

a person who is not satisfied with the way things are, and who complains a lot and 
is unreasonable and difficult to deal with 

foreboding noun

[C or U] literary

a feeling that something very bad is going to happen soon

•There's a sense of foreboding in the capital, as if fighting might at any minute break out.
•Her forebodings about the future were to prove justified.
•[+ (that)] He had a strange foreboding (that) something would go wrong.

frail adjective

weak or unhealthy, or easily damaged, broken or harmed

•a frail old lady
• I last saw him just last week and thought how old and frail he looked.
• the country's frail economy

denizen noun

[C] literary

an animal, plant or person that lives in or is often in a particular place

•Deer, foxes and squirrels are among the denizens of the forest.
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squander verb

[T] to spend or use money or supplies in a wasteful way, or to waste opportunities 
by not using them to your advantage

•They'll quite happily squander a whole year's savings on two weeks in the sun.
• Ireland squandered several chances, including a penalty that cost them the game.

pusillanimous adjective

formal

weak and cowardly (= not brave); frightened of taking risks

•He's too pusillanimous to stand up to his opponents.

noun: pusillanimity
adverb: pusillanimously

askance adverb

look askance: to look at or think about someone or something with doubt, 
disapproval or no trust

•They looked askance at our scruffy clothes.

assimilate verb

[I or T] to take in, fit into, or become similar (to)

•The European Union should remain flexible enough to assimilate more countries quickly.
•You shouldn't expect immigrants to assimilate into an alien culture immediately.
• It's hard to assimilate (= learn and understand) so much information.
• In this form vitamins can be easily assimilated by the body.

Adjective: assimilable
A textbook needs to be assimilable (= able to be understood) to sell a lot of copies.

Noun: assimilation
[U] The assimilation of ethnic Germans in the US was accelerated by the two world wars.

avow verb

[T] formal
to state or admit something

•[+ that ] He avowed that he regretted what he had done.
• It is a society in which homosexuality is rarely avowed.
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construe verb

formal

construe sth as sth: to understand the meaning, especially of other people's actions 
and statements, in a particular way

•Any change in plan would be construed as indecision.

deface verb

[T] to damage and spoil the appearance of something by writing or drawing on it

•He was fined for defacing library books.

depredation noun

[C usually plural U] formal

(an act causing) damage or destruction

•The entire area has suffered the depredations of war.
•Depredation of (= Damage done to) the environment is destroying hundreds of species each 
year.

efface verb

[T] formal to remove something intentionally

•The whole country had tried to efface the memory of the old dictatorship.

exhilarated adjective

very excited and happy

•At the end of the race I was exhilarated.

extort verb

[T] to get something by force or threat, or with difficulty

•He had been extorting money from the old lady for years.
•Police have not so far been able to extort a confession from the people accused of the bombing.

Noun: extortion
[U] He was found guilty of obtaining the money by extortion (= by forceful methods).
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hypothetical adjective

imagined or suggested but not necessarily real or true

•a hypothetical example/situation
•This is all very hypothetical but supposing Jackie got the job, how would that affect you?

alternative noun

[C] something that is different from something else, especially from what is usual, 
and offering the possibility of choice

•an alternative to coffee
•There must be an alternative to people sleeping on the streets.
• I'm afraid I have no alternative but to ask you to leave (= that is what I have to do).

beverage noun

[C] formal 

a drink of any type

•Hot beverages include tea, coffee and hot chocolate.
•We do not sell alcoholic beverages.

blunder verb 

[I] to make a big mistake, usually because of not taking care or thinking

•Police blundered by not releasing more details about the case to focus public interest.

noun [C]: blunderer
adjective [before noun]: blundering
You blundering idiot! What do you think you're doing?

controversy noun

[C or U] a lot of disagreement or argument about something, usually because it 
affects or is important to many people

•There was a big controversy surrounding/over the use of drugs in athletics.
•The policy has caused fierce/heated controversy ever since it was introduced.
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custody noun

[U] the legal right or duty to care for someone or something, especially a child after 
its parents have separated or died

•The court awarded/granted/gave custody of the child to the father.
•The mother got/received custody (of the child).
•The parents were given joint custody (of the child).

[U] the state of being kept in prison, especially while waiting to go to court for trial

•You will be remanded in custody until your trial.

major adjective

[before noun] more important, bigger or more serious than others of the same type

•All of her major plays have been translated into English.
•Sugar is a major cause of tooth decay.
•There are two problems with this situation, one major, one minor.
•Citrus fruits are a major source of vitamin C.
•There has been a major change in attitudes recently.
•The United States is a major influence in the United Nations.

objective noun

[C] something which you plan to do or achieve

•Her main/prime objective now is simply to stay in power.
•Can the sales force achieve/meet its financial objectives?

objective adjective

based on real facts and not influenced by personal beliefs or feelings

•an objective and impartial report
• I can't really be objective when I'm judging my daughter's work.

Opposite: subjective
adverb: objectively
Judges must weigh the evidence logically and objectively.
noun [U]: objectivity
Surely true objectivity in a critic is impossible?

imperil verb

[T] slightly formal

to put something or someone at risk or in danger of being harmed or destroyed

•A police raid would imperil the lives of the hostages.
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prodigious adjective

formal

extremely great in ability, amount or strength

•She wrote a truly prodigious number of novels.
•She was a prodigious musician.
•He had a prodigious appetite for both women and drink.

Adverb: prodigiously
He was a prodigiously gifted artist.

protracted adjective

lasting for a long time or made to last longer

•protracted negotiations
•a protracted argument/discussion

verb [T] formal: protract
I have no desire to protract the process.

Noun [U] formal: protraction

retain verb

[T] slightly formal
to keep or continue to have something

•She has lost her battle to retain control of the company.
•He managed to retain his dignity throughout the performance.
•She succeeded in retaining her lead in the second half of the race.
• I have a good memory and am able to retain (= remember) facts easily.

slightly formal
If a substance retains something, such as heat or water, it continues to hold or 
contain it

•The sea retains the sun's warmth longer than the land.

procrastinate verb

[I] to keep delaying something that must be done, often because it is unpleasant or 
boring

• I know I've got to deal with the problem at some point - I'm just procrastinating.

Noun [U]: procrastination
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